LIFE AFTER THE LIS PROGRAM

Job Hunting

View this presentation at go.hawaii.edu/j6i
View the handout at go.hawaii.edu/mu
HELLO!

Liz Teoli
Instruction Librarian, WCC
teoli@hawaii.edu
SO, YOU GRADUATED AND WANT TO FIND A JOB?
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW:

- You are amazing
- You deserve a job
- You are not alone
THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW:

◈ If you want to work for a specific organization look at their website
◈ Hawai‘i is small
PLACES TO SEARCH:

✎ **Job Links** @UHM LIS
  - University of Hawai‘i LIS Program LIS-JOBS

✎ Tip: most job boards are open, get added to some from other library schools
  - Simmons College
  - University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
PLACES TO SEARCH:

✧ **Work at UH**

- Tip: Don’t just search for “Librarian” jobs. Try looking for APT positions.
- Tip: Civil service vacancies are found on the [DHRD](#) site (clerks, techs, etc…)
- Search [HireNet Hawaii](#) for Casual Hire positions with UH
  ◇ Also search here for positions with [Hawaiʻi Pacific University](#)
PLACES TO SEARCH:

- Hawaii State Public Library System
- Department of Human Resources Development (DHRD)

Tip: Be sure to check both of these sites
Tip: Look into casual hire work with HSPLS
PLACES TO SEARCH:

- **Indeed**
  - There are lots of national sites, this is my favorite.
  - The limiters on the side make searching simple.

- So many sites, please check the handout.
THANKS!

Any questions?

Liz Teoli
Instruction Librarian, WCC

teoli@hawaii.edu
CARL, YOU'RE GOING TO GET OUT THERE

AND YOU'RE GOING TO CATCH THAT RED DOT

The

End
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